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These stories are from pages 4 and 6 of First News. Read the stories, and then try the puzzle. To help you,
we have underlined the answers to the crossword puzzle clues in the stories – but you will need to match
the correct word with each clue!

MARINE AND COASTAL NEWS

GIPUZKOA, SPAIN

LOUD LOBSTERS
NationalGeographic via YouTube

A new study has found that European
spiny lobsters are really loud. So loud
in fact that their ‘antennal rasps’ can
be heard almost two miles away! The
sound is created by the lobsters rubbing
their antennas against a rough spot
beneath their eyes. The fascinating
creatures are considered vulnerable due
to overfishing.

Andoni Bastarrika is an incredible
sand sculpture artist who has become
well known for his realistic creations.
His works of art include a bull, wolf,
octopus and a hammerhead shark.
The amazing lifelike displays can take
up to 24 hours to create.

The deepest ever sighting of an
octopus has been recorded by
cameras on the Indian Ocean
floor. The octopus, from the
Grimpoteuthis family, was filmed
6,957m down in the Java Trench,
almost 3km deeper than the
previous reliable recording. It is
also known as the Dumbo octopus
because of its ear-like fins that
make it look a bit like the famous
Disney character.

ACROSS
2) Trustworthy; proven (adjective 8)
3) Scratchy noises (plural noun 5)
5) The deep submarine depression (oceanic
ditch) in the Indian Ocean (proper noun 4,6)
6) In danger; at risk (adjective 10)
7) The art of making statues or artworks in
three dimensions (noun 9)
DOWN
1) A class or category of octopus species, known
as the dumbo octopuses (proper noun 13)
3) True to life; lifelike (adjective 9)
4) Relating to the “feelers” or paired
appendages on the head used for sensing
(adjective 8)
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